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Laurence Freeman reflects on how meditation can take us beyond 
our interior noise to discover the silent nature of our being
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Average city noise today often 
reaches 70 decibels which is equiva-
lent to being in a room with a loud 
vacuum cleaner. As most people in 
the world now live in cities, we are be-
coming acclimatised to noise, just as 
animals like foxes, which used to be 
entirely rural, are now becoming ur-
banised. Urban evolution means ac-
commodating ourselves to the noise 
of traffic, planes, subway trains, con-
struction, fridges, leaf blowers noisy 
neighbours and ever-louder muzak in 
elevators and restaurants. Research in-
dicates that getting used to such noise 
levels is harmful. It is a form of pollution 
causing insomnia, depression, aggres-
sion and isolation. Noise is more than a 
nuisance. It is a serious problem – and 
not only for meditators who naturally 
seek quiet and generally feel a deep 
appreciation and need for silence.

I have been leading several long 
silent retreats recently. Travelling be-
tween them, I became more than usu-
ally sensitive to the noise in modern 
life that we take for granted. Expo-
sure to it also effects us when, like Je-
sus, we withdraw to a quiet place to 
pray.  Arriving in a truly quiet place, 
like Monte Oliveto where we have 
just finished the twenty-seventh an-
nual weeklong silent retreat, can at 
first be a shock. We wait for familiar 
levels of loud noise and, at first, can 
feel a sense of absence, even of loss, 
when they don’t come. Then we no-
tice there are sounds. Not noise. But 
sounds, natural sounds. There is bird-
song, a quite excited sound when you 
really listen to it and full of meanings 
we can’t decipher; and insects, the 
constant background sounds of sum-
mer days and nights; and the wind in 
the trees; and the church bells that 
sound loudly during some of the 
meditation sessions but surprisingly 

don’t distract or annoy the roomful 
of meditators. Then there are human 
sounds, a sneeze, cough, physical 
movements, which also don’t bother 
you provided they are natural and 
considerate. Noise is unnatural and 
doesn’t care what it disturbs. It feels it 
has right of way and always claims it.  
Sounds reach us subtly from the great 
silence of nature and then draw our 
attention to it. 

As we adjust to a silent place and 

its natural sounds, we become aware, 
in the absence of outer noise, of the 
constant level of our own inner noise. 
We can’t blame the neighbours or the 
traffic for that. This is the point where 
the work of silence begins. We are so 
habituated to our inner noise that we 
unconsciously seek to sustain it. We 
reach out for new input and sense-
stimulation. The most obvious sign of 
this is the psychic umbilical cord we 
have grown with our mobile phones. 
We turn our attention to them addic-
tively for stimulation and distraction, 
to keep on consuming. If there are no 
messages we play a game. The subtle 

spaces of silence and solitude that 
existed in the past, when we walked 
down the street or waited for a bus 
or a dentist appointment have been 
sucked away by the daimon, the other 
self we think we find in the phone.

Distraction has always been with 
us in the human condition. The Des-
ert monks thought of it as our original 
sin, the fall from pure attention. It is 
the growing intensity of inner noise 
that is our present crisis.  We are worse 

off, not completely different from our 
predecessors; but this means we can 
find in the past a wisdom to apply to 
the conditions of modern life. 

God is delight and those who are 
faithful are in God, called home 
from the noise that is around us 
to the joy that is silence.  (St. Au-
gustine, De Trinitate)

Augustine asks ‘why do we rush 
around searching for God who is al-
ready here at home with us? If only 
we would be with God’. The resistance 
to silence is built into the human at-
traction to noise. Even when we thirst 
for silence and want to ‘come home’ 

A letter from Laurence Freeman, OSB
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to ourselves, there is a correspond-
ing impulse to jump up and run away 
back into distraction.

The first part of the work of silence 
is to become comfortable with our-
selves. Facing down the restlessness 
and fidgetiness that transfers from 
mind to body, we gradually discover 
that we have a friend to trust and 
whom it is pleasant to be with - in our-
selves. As with most friends, we tend 
to idealise, even idolise them at first 
and then learn that their faults and 
failings are part of their attractiveness. 
Similarly we come to recognise our 
own problems and self-contradictions 
as part of what makes us loveable. We 
pass from shame and guilt in relation 
to ourselves, from an obsessive need 
to be better and succeed more, to an 
ease and amused affection for our-
selves which actually permits improve-
ment to take place more naturally.

A Buddhist teacher once told me 
how surprised he was by the level 
of self-rejection and low self-worth 
he found in his western students. He 
saw it as their biggest impediment to 
spiritual development. This self-alien-
ation is at the root of so much of the 
loneliness and inability to make sus-
tained intimate commitments in our 
culture. It sets up high levels of inces-
sant inner noise. This then blocks out 
the sound of silence that comes to us, 
with healing beauty, in all the natural 
sounds and sights of the world. Our 
inner noise disrupts our senses and 
the sense we make of them.

A long-term international research 
project, called  Breakthrough Listen,  
is surveying one million of the nearest 
stars and one hundred of the closest 
galaxies. It is listening for signs of intel-
ligent life ‘out there’ and its technology 
is sensitive enough to pick the equiva-
lent of an aircraft radar. What if we were 

also to listen to the silence in which 
sounds travel? We might recall our own 
lost spiritual intelligence ‘in here’.

The work of silence is listening. By 
listening to the silence we are drawn 
into love with it, we find it to be friend-
ly not fearsome, and we ourselves be-
gin to become silent. Reflecting on 
this experience theologically, we can 
say it is part of the human process of 
divinisation, of becoming ‘like him, 
because we shall see (and hear) him 
as he truly is.’

We can begin this work of listening 
anywhere, anytime. In the street or in 
your room. At a business meeting or 
at a meditation group. At first, by at-

tentively listening even to the noise, 
you shift from distraction to stillness. 
You will then begin to see the differ-
ence between the noise and those 
natural sounds that make us aware of 
silence. This is the practice of the pres-
ence of God that we can do anywhere 
– for some, more easily in the super-
market than in church.

The important thing is to keep lis-
tening. The mind may think it is wait-
ing for a message arriving in a big 
noise or shattering ‘experience’. Like 
Elijah in the desert we have to discov-
er that God is not in the strong wind 
rending mountains, nor in the earth-
quake or the fire, but in the ‘still small 
voice’. This progression suggests the 
growing sensitivity of the mantra as 
we move over time into more subtle 
levels of saying – and listening – to 
it. When Elijah heard the still small 
voice he went out of his cave to get 
a glimpse of God and also to experi-

ence the life-changing question ‘what 
are you doing here, Elijah?’

We are not listening for messages 
telling us what to do, relieving us of 
the responsibility for our own exis-
tence. In the work of silence we meet 
the answers we are looking for in the 
form of intimate and inescapable 
questions. Strangely, these questions 
bring us more comfort – and cour-
age to change – than any answer. We 
can always question answers. But the 
question that is an answer is truthful. 
Silence brings us directly, not always 
easily, to self-knowledge. It propels us 
out of self-absorption and our noisy 
self-conflicts. Whenever we move to 
a new degree of self-knowledge we 
change: values, how we spend our 
time and money, our priorities, our 
perception of the world. The work of 
silence brings us closer to ourselves. 
It also propels us into the vast inter-
stellar spaces, as all the mystical tradi-
tions teach. This is from Attar, the Sufi:

Ours is a way you cannot un-
derstand. Each moment of this 
quest a person must feel his 
soul is spilled and unremitting 
zeal should force him onward 
at whatever cost. The one who 
pauses on our path is lost. (The 
Conference of the Birds)

It is a mark of a genuine spiritual 
teaching – not a consumerist one that 
looks for good sales figures – that it 
emphasises this need for perseverance. 
Jesus said ‘no one who starts to plough 
and looks back is fit for the Kingdom of 
God.’ Of course, we all look back, with 
longer or shorter glances, and want 
the silence to be crowded out again by 
noise. But when we return to the work 
we are fitter for the kingdom and we 
understand the path better.

The latest Chinese supercomputer 
can perform 93 quadrillion calcula-

Silence brings us directly, 
not always easily, to self-

knowledge 
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tions per second. Even this, however, 
could reach its limit one day. The hu-
man heart has no limit to what it can 
know. The more it loves the greater 
its capacity – as we can see in paren-
tal love for example. This is a way to 
understand ‘eternal life’ – not as an 
unrelenting extension of a linear di-
mension but the capacity in this life 
with all its limitations, to experience 
boundlessness. Suzuki, the Zen mas-
ter called it a ‘void of inexhaustible 
contents’. St Paul speaks of what no 

eye has seen, what no ear has heard, 
and what no human mind has con-
ceived: the things God has prepared 
for those who love him’.

Our ordinary minds, however, do 
have limited capacity. Our interior 
noise, self-reflection, monologues and 
conversations, anxieties and fantasies, 
take up space and, if we don’t delete 
a lot, it will lead to burnout. Modern 
stress points to the inability to pause 
and restore in ourselves the essential 
rhythms of healthy existence. With 
300 hours of YouTube videos upload-
ed every minute, anyone today who 

spends time online has to avoid men-
tal saturation by discovering what it 
really means to be an ascetic. 

Asceticism is the exercise of intel-
ligent self-control for the purpose of 
greater joy and fuller experience of 
life. The work of silence is the essen-
tial ascesis for modern people. It is 
not a deprivation but a breakthrough. 
It takes us beyond the echo chamber 
of our interior noise. By learning to 
listen we discover the healing nature 
of silence - and its innate happiness. 

By becoming silent we listen in all as-
pects of life with greater precision and 
other-centredness.

Intimacy with self, which is self-
knowledge, is necessary for intimacy 
with others and with God. Intimacy – 
such a conscious and painful need of 
our time – begins from within by re-
ducing noise and allowing us to feel at 
home in and with ourselves without 
constant external stimulation. When 
we meet the great silence in solitude 
we are empowered to come closer to 
others in the detachment that comes 
with listening. 

To help this work of silence to 
become part of life we need to ac-
knowledge our practical need for 
help. These needs have daily, weekly 
and annual rhythms. There are daily 
aids we can use – our own Daily Wis-
dom email, for example – which give 
a friendly nudge to remember and 
make space for the work of silence 
today. There is daily lectio, reading 
the gospel, or some daily readings 
like John Main’s Silence and Stillness in 
Every Season. The weekly meditation 
group is a powerful help and builds 
a sense of community and friendship 
with others on the same path. Every 
meditator trying to deepen the work 
of silence would also do well to make 
an annual retreat, to clean and service 
their interior life. Pilgrimage to places 
of sacred silence where there is pal-
pable presence is an enjoyable and 
increasingly popular way of support-
ing and deepening the work.

I feel Bonnevaux, where the work 
of silence was carried out daily for 
centuries, is going to be a place where 
people will find peace and the loving-
kindness for others that flow from 
true silence. We have recently been 
talking of the three levels of silence 
that will combine there – the hospi-
table silence of the core community, 
the silence of the conferences and 
dialogues that will bring a contem-
plative mind to the challenges of our 
world and the silence of the hermit-
ages and longer retreats. As the work 
of silence leads us to solitude and self-
knowledge, it simultaneously leads 
into community with those, like us, 
whom we recognise as soul-friends.

 In Silence - the book by Shusaku 
Endo and now an acclaimed film by 
Martin Scorsese – a Portuguese Jesuit 
missionary to Japan during a period of 
ruthless persecution encounters what 

Bonnevaux
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he calls the awful silence of God. He 
waits for a message from God about 
the cruel suffering the Christians are 
undergoing. No such intervention ar-
rives that would give meaning to their 
ordeal and the ‘silence of God’ be-
comes a dark, negative force blocking 
out the natural sounds of silence from 
the natural world. 

Behind the depressing silence of 
the sea, the silence of God…the 
feeling that while men raise their 
voices in anguish God remains 
with folded arms, silent.

This is an ancient human, pre-
Christian, complaint about God based 

on an imaginative understanding that 
defeats its own purpose. It is not un-
common for people on meditation 
retreats to raise this problem as they 
work towards a new understanding 
of God and insight into the nature of 
silence. Fr Rodriguez, in the book, is a 
good man, though vain in his priest-
hood and obstinate in his image of 
God, who endures the ‘sickening’ si-
lence until it crushes him and destroys 
his faith – at least, the kind of faith he 
had been clinging to.

His own noisy, religious ego had 
blocked out real silence, including 
the sounds of silence manifesting the 
beauty of the world and carrying us 
into the true silence of God. He seems 
estranged from the contemplative 
wisdom of his own tradition that tells 
us ‘there is nothing so much like God 
as silence’. When we are deafened by 
our inner noise we easily mistake this 
for silence, although it is its opposite. 

It gives silence a bad name - a fearful, 
distasteful, false silence. In the same 
way a glaring light from a camera 
phone that you unfortunately look 
straight into can disturb our vision of 
what is before us.

By contrast with Fr Rodriguez, Etty 
Hillesum saw the nightmare scenarios 
of the Holocaust close up – a world 
that was filled with the worst kind of 
noise. It led her, however, to find God 
in the midst of it, to see and listen to 
the beauty of creation around them. 
Instead of complaining, she strove to 
protect the space that God needs and 
that we need God to have. She found 
silence as prayer and prayer as silence.

I’ll turn inward for half an hour 
each morning before work and 
listen to my inner voice. Lose my-
self. You could also call it medi-
tation…A quiet half-hour within 
yourself…But its not so simple 
that sort of quiet hour. It has to 
be learned. A lot of unimportant 
inner litter and bits and pieces 
have to be swept out first – irrel-
evant distractions, the clutter is 
ever present.

The work of silence makes us hear 
the noise of our inner clutter. But if 
we understand and come to love the 
work we will not be discouraged by 
the distractions.

The goal of meditation is not just to 
develop a quiet mind. That is a natu-
ral and desirable result. But the real 
goal is to discover our silent mind, 
the silent nature of our being. Many 
people start with the limited first goal 
and discover the big goal. Many also, 
especially those trying to do it all on 
their own, give up just as they are 
about to make the breakthrough.

The big watershed is becoming 
aware that we need to let go of all 
that we hitherto understood to be 

thought. ‘Wait without thought, T.S. 
Eliot said, because thought would be 
thought of the wrong thing.’ Gradu-
ally – but with occasional flashes of 
understanding – we come to under-
stand why the ‘monk who knows that 
he is praying is not truly praying and 
the monk who does not know that he 
is praying is truly praying.’ At first this 
sounds like something weird or fright-
ening. Later, it is seen as the proclama-
tion of the greatest human freedom.

The work of silence and under-
standing the meaning of silence has 
never been more urgent for human-
ity. Science and technology have 
worked miracles, reduced suffering 
and brought cultures closer together. 
But the speed of change has led to 
overwhelming noise and blurring of 
vision. We have not yet learned the 
self-control necessary to master our 
own devices. We live in a ‘post-truth 
world’, where political manipulation 
occurs in bursts of 140 characters. A 
very high volume of noise and distrac-
tion is needed to maintain the post-
truth era.  The contemplative mind is, 
in social as well as mystical senses, a 
means of liberation and survival.

No wonder John Main places the 
work of silence at the heart of his 
teaching and urges us to: 

Make time available every morn-
ing and evening of our life. Dur-
ing that time be open to the 
light, to God, to love. Not think-
ing our own thoughts, or plan-
ning our own plans, but enter-
ing into an ever more profound 
silence as our being becomes 
rooted in God. 

Laurence Freeman OSB

The work of silence and 
understanding the meaning 

of silence has never been 
more urgent for humanity
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A gathering of wisdom traditions at Georgetown

News

The Way of Peace Fellowship Dialogue 

The Way of Peace grew out of the 1995 
John Main Seminar – The Good Heart 
– in which the Dalai Lama comment-
ed on the Gospels and had a dialogue 
with Laurence Freeman and other 
Christian teachers. The Way of Peace 
includes dialogue in spiritual practice, 
collaboration for the common good 

of humanity and pilgrimage as well as 
meetings among scholars.
It has recently inspired the Way of 
Peace Fellowship, which formed 
among students of Georgetown Uni-
versity and Catholic University of 
America in Washington DC. The Fel-
lowship held a dialogue at George-

Brahmachari, Geshe Tenzin Negi, Laurence Freeman and Sean Hagan

town University on 18 April with 
students and three teachers from 
different traditions: Brahmachari Vra-
jvihari Sharan (Director of Hindu Life 
at Georgetown University), Geshe 
Lobsang Tenzin Negi, (co-founder and 
Director of the Emory-Tibet Partner-
ship) and Fr. Laurence Freeman OSB 
(Director of The World Community 
for Christian Meditation). Sean Hagan 
(member of the Executive Committee 
of WCCM) was the moderator.
The three main themes of the panel 
concerned contemporary spiritual-
ity and religion: the role of medita-
tion; dogma, doctrine, and scripture; 
and education and values. This was 
the second Way of Peace Fellowship 
Dialogue, and was sponsored by the 
John Main Center at Georgetown 
University, the Catholic University of 
America, the World Community for 
Christian Meditation, and the Medita-
tio Foundation.

The fellows’ views...

I think inter-religious dialogue is be-
coming more important in our world 
today. The most important is the physi-
cal coming together. We often sort of 
get “bogged down’ with dogma and 
doctrine instead of meeting face to 

face.  Being a “fellow” is the perfect 
term, because I have gotten to know a 
lot of people. We all learned a great deal 
from each other. Again, that personal 
connection changed me more than 
anything and changed my personal 
meditation practice as well, because, 
like Fr. Laurence said today: the most 
valuable thing that can come out of 
meditation is meditating in community. 
That is one of the ways that one feels 
that overwhelming call to something 
greater than ourselves and to love, that 
we can share the gift of meditation with 
other people.
It would be great for the Fellowship to 

continue. It seems to have enough in-
terest and enough people behind it to 
continue. I hope the fellowship can at-
tract more students from even more 
varied disciplines and backgrounds. 
And maybe we can get to a point where 
other universities could have designat-
ed spaces on campuses, just as  George-
town has the John Main Center. It 
would be great if we could have some-
thing similar at CUA. It could be part of 
the University community. Right now it 
seems sort of suspended between the 
two schools. That is something I look 
forward to in the future. (Libby Fed-
erici, Fellow from CUA).
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There is no greater need in the Church and in the world today than for the renewed understanding 
that the call to prayer, to deep prayer, is universal. (John Main)

News

The Bere Island Easter retreat this year 
brought together a very international 
group of meditators during Holy Week 
(9-16 April) Fr. Laurence Freeman led the 
retreat and the participants were also 
able to join in the yoga practice led by 
Giovanni Felicioni. The talks were web-
cast live so the global community  could  
take part in this important moment of 
WCCM’s calendar. 
I was looking for some time to myself to 

Bere Island Holy Week Retreat 2017

I think it’s important that we under-
stand different religious traditions and 
backgrounds in order to understand 
what makes the world function. And 
especially right now, with the tumul-
tuous kind of world that we are living 
in. I think it’s really important when 

you have such religious discrimination. 
We all need to understand each other 
in order to come together and have 
peace in the world.
The Fellowship inspired me to com-
mit more fully to my meditation. I was 
meditating twenty, thirty minutes a 
day. In my group, our focus was mostly 
on meditation, in different medita-
tion practices. So, I started to medi-
tate for one hour a day, and now and 
I feel great. I think it really inspires me 
seeing other fellow students here in 
Georgetown meditating so much. It 
just made me want to meditate more, 
which made me happier.
Something that would be nice to add 

to the Fellowship would be to have a 
member of certain faith tradition, like a 
priest, or monk, or rabbi come to some 
sessions to speak with us. In my ses-
sions, it was more student-run, just go-
ing throughout religious texts. I would 
like to have an expert opinion on the 
texts. I also loved the panel and I think 
it could even be expanded to a long 
afternoon with five panelists - some-
thing more intensive. (Devin Slaugen-
haupt, Georgetown University)

reflect on who I am and explore the fu-
ture. One way of doing this was to go on 
a retreat. What I found most appealing 
about the retreat was that it was a form 
of meditation which is within the Chris-
tian tradition. I went to a Catholic School 
in Australia, so I came from a traditionally 
Catholic background. For me it was im-
portant to find a practical way of dealing 
with daily struggles, but within the Cath-
olic context. I had previously tried yoga 

and I am very open to learning about 
new practices, but what I found very 
attractive here were the thoughts of a 
Benedictine monk explained within the 
context of Jesus. (James, from Australia)
It’s been a whole week, which has en-
abled me to go back into myself, and 
have time to really meditate and to go 
deeper. Each day we had a talk with Fr. 
Laurence, looking at the Scriptures, for 
this week of preparing for the three days 
of Easter. I am going to go home and, I 
am always energetic about helping peo-
ple to pray. But now I would really like to 
be able to work more with teenagers in 
high school. It really does help us to set-
tle down, it helps us to take time and to 
be able to meet people where they are 
at, meet our God where we are at and it 
has just been a heavenly time. (Sr. Mary, 
Australia)

ONLINE: You can watch the talks from 
The Way of Peace Fellowship day and 
students comments at 
http://tiny.cc/WoPeace2017

ONLINE: Watch the talks here:
http://tiny.cc/Bi2017
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News

There is a professional and ener-
getic team dedicated to realising our 
vision for Bonnevaux. Central to it are 
the architects who met in London re-
cently to take us to the next level of 
detail. DP Architects in Singapore, an 
internationally renowned firm (who 
have meditation daily at their head 
office), under their CEO, Angelene 
Chan, are giving their services freely 
to the community. Mathieu Meur, 
Frven Lim and Kailas Moorthy are 
all part of the team working on the 
renovation schedule. Jeff Seeck, a 

German meditator and engineer, has 
given his skills on the team as Project 
Manager - just who we needed at the 
right time! We see all this generously 
donated talent as a sign of the pres-
ence of the Spirit in Bonnevaux. 

 We will complete the sale dur-
ing the summer. We intend to start 
work on the community house, 
guest house and conference centre 
in the Fall. Some national groups and 
many individuals are planning to visit 
next year, so we want to be ready 
to receive you. Our core community 

(drawn from several countries and 
languages) is meeting next month 
near Bonnevaux, at the ancient 
Benedictine monastery of Liguge, to 
spend time in prayer and reflection 
together.

 Thank you all for your very gener-
ous support - for the time, talent and 
treasure so many are giving. We have 
now reached the purchase price 
goal. We are more than half way to-
wards the goal of Phase One. 

 If you haven’t contributed yet 
please do so. However modest the 
amount it counts. It also greatly en-
courages our whole team working 
on behalf of the community to make 
Bonnevaux a stable centre of peace 
and for peace in our uncertain world. 

 You can contribute simply by click-
ing the Donate link at the website  
(www.bonnevauxwccm.org). If you 
have any questions about donations 
please contact Briji Waterfield at our 
International centre: Briji@wccm.org

Associate Directors are announced during the Guiding Board Meeting 

Bonnevaux: An example of teamwork  combining  
energy and  personal  generosity

The Guiding Board meeting takes 
place every year with the mission of 
overseeing the direction and priorities 
of the community worldwide. This year 
the report from National Coordinators 
showed the growth of the Commu-
nity worldwide (Overall the number of 
groups increased from 2553 in 2015, to 
2570 in 2016.), the Bonnevaux Project 
was part of the discussions and two 

new Associate Directors were appoint-
ed. Celina Chan (National Coordinator 
of China) and Leonardo Corrêa (Direc-
tor of Communications) will assist Fr. 
Laurence, holding both inreach and 
outreach responsibilities and work to 
ensure that there is a healthy leader-
ship pipeline in the Community to 
present a strong, positive image of 
WCCM´s mission.Celina Chan and Leonardo Corrêa

ONLINE: Watch a video on the “Three 
Levels of Silence in Bonnevaux” here: 
http://tiny.cc/BNSilence
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News

 Mark Tin Win, the rector of the 
Sacred Heart Cathedral in Manda-
lay, held the fifth consecutive annual 
Christian Meditation retreat in April 
during the Water Festival. The retreat 
began when Fr Laurence first visited 
Myanmar with Peter Ng and Pauline 
Peters in August 2013. Myanmar has 
a strong tradition of meditation due 
largely to the influence of Buddhism 
in the country. Burmese Catholic 
Christians, serious practitioners of 
meditation, took great consolation 
and confidence upon learning from Fr 
Laurence that WCCM teaches medita-
tion in the Christian tradition. The re-
treat is held with  the blessings of the 
clergy including  Cardinal Charles Bo of 
Myanmar, Archbishop Nicholas Mang 
Thang of Mandalay and Archbishop 
Emeritus Matthias U Shwe of Taunggyi.  

Columban Sister Kathleen and I as-
sisted Fr Mark in conducting  conduct 
the 5-day retreat held at St Joseph 
major seminary of Mandalay in Pyin 
Oo Lwin. About 40 participants  tra-
versed great distances to come  from 
different parts of Myanmar. It was a 

Christian Meditation retreat in Mandalay, Myanmar

Group photo in Mandalay

joy to behold the faith and simplicity 
of the retreatants. Many novices from 
the Congregation of St Joseph of the 
Apparition attended, a community 
that  has incorporated two periods of 
meditation daily into their congrega-
tion’s schedule. 

A typical retreat day began at 6am 
with morning  prayer followed by the 
first of five meditations at 7am. There 
are two two input talks, daily Eucha-
ristic celebration, rosary, and finish-
ing the day at 9.30pm with Q & A and 
night prayers. All meals are simple.
One can sense the material poverty 
of the community.  The retreatants 
exhibit the fruits of their meditation 
very clearly. Their sitting postures are 
perfect. Young or old, religious or lay 
faithful, they sit straight and upright. 
Silence, stillness and simplicity are 
abundantly visible. 

I gave a half-hour (including trans-
lation time) talk each afternoon. I 
spoke in English and Fr Mark trans-
lated into Burmese, a  language both 
melodious and expressive. One Eng-
lish sentence may require three sen-

tences to translate.
My daughter attended the retreat 

with me.  We brought resource mate-
rials and souvenirs,  including beauti-
ful and hardy cloth bags printed with 
the many  icons of Singapore. The 
participants each received a bag, and 
they were overjoyed. Even Fr Mark 
could not resist asking me for one! 
Strangely enough with the provi-
dence of God I bought just enough 
bags for distribution. 

On my return I brought back many 
goodies from Mandalay: Myanmar Beer, 
Noodles, Royal Tea, fungus and many 
other local produce, all  cheap and 
good !! So the next time I visit Myanmar 
you may want to join me. If not for the 
retreat at least for the bargains!

May the peace of Christ reigns su-
preme in our hearts.

By James Loh

Indonesia
The community in Indonesia de-

manded  just ice    for th e  incumbent 
governor of Jakarta, Basuki Tjahaja 
Purnama, popularly known as Ahok 
who was  r ecently  ousted and sen-
tenced to two years in jail. Ahok sup-
porters honoured him in di ff erent 
ways: with flowers, boards, balloons  
etc .  The  WCCM community join ed  
them ,  adding one simple gesture 
:  a meditation session held simulta-
neously at meditators’ own    homes  
across the    region. The community, 
although small in numbers,  view the 
issue  in a broader perspective which 
involves the integrity of the whole 
country. The collective meditation for 
justice took place at the same time in 
groups or by individuals on 17 May.
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News

In Loving memory of Agnes D’Hooghe-Dumon

In the early morning of Tuesday June 
9, Agnes D’Hooghe-Dumon passed 
away. Agnes was really at the origin of 
the Christian Meditation Community 
in Belgium. Not only was she at the be-
ginning , she laid also the foundations 
of the Belgian Christian Meditation 
Community.  She discovered medita-
tion during a lifelong serious spiritual 
search seeking for her roots. Christian 
Meditation was her coming home. In 
the late eighties she went to London to 
meet Father Laurence to be sure of her 
discovery after reading some books of 
John Main. Immediately after her visit 

she started the first meditation group, 
in her home, in Grimbergen near Brus-
sels. In 91 this house became a Cen-
tre of Christian Meditation. In little 
years the meditation community was 
spreading over Belgium. The commu-
nity now has about 60 groups and you 
can say that she is directly at the base 
of more than 30 groups. Agnes was a 
great and strong woman with a warm 
heart always trying to convince and 
win other people for Christian Medi-
tation. It was really her passion and 
she was very eager also to convince 
the authorities of the Catholic Church 
to convince them of the importance 
to reconnect with the source. For her 
meditation was the way to reconnect 
with the living Christ in us. 

She was also a guiding board mem-
ber for several years and also the first 
European Coordinator. Last but not 
least, she was also an exceptional 
mother of four brilliant children and 

was married with Kamiel D’Hooghe 
a famous organist.  Her oldest son 
Thomas said me that he is deeply influ-
enced by the spirituality of his mother 
and that meditation has become very 
important for him. 

From 2007 on, she got gradually 
the symptoms of Alzheimer disease . 
A very difficult transit period for her to 
accept the loss of her usual communi-
cation. The last four years, she resided 
in a centre of care. Kamiel visited her 
every day; it was the best example of 
love I have seen. 

 During the funeral, Kamiel played 
on the organ a piece of Bach. The 
whole basilica of Grimbergen was 
filled with joyful organ music, which 
expressed the joy and thankfulness for 
her extra-ordinary life.  She influenced 
the lives of many people and I am con-
vinced that she goes on with that work 
from another place. A place, which we 
all carry in us. 

By Jose Pype

Kamiel and Agnes

National Retreat in Germany
This annual meditation retreat was 

led by Fr Laurence Freeman, held at St. 
Mary’s of Helfta Convent in Sachsen, 
central Germany and attended by 35 
participants, many of them returnees. 
There was a special atmosphere im-
parted by the Christ-centred mysti-
cism practiced here by the 3 founding 
Cistercian sisters in the 13th century. 
The central topic of spiritual friend-
ship was underscored and deepened 
by frequent meditation and silence 
practised for 2 days, contemplative 
walking, a singing session outdoors, 
a short pilgrimage to the living plant 
labyrinth, meaningful lectures by Fr. 

Laurence, and the sense of communi-
ty that grew among the participants. 

At the close of the seminar, the 
present and future of WCCM Germa-
ny was discussed, with the sharing of 
ideas on paths to follow and initia-
tives to further meditation here. Fr 
Laurence described with enthusiasm 
and conviction the vision and form 
of the new WCCM World Headquar-
ters soon to become a reality at Bon-
nevaux, France, not far from Poitiers.

The participants departed with 
some reluctance, but with a real sense 
of the spiritual friendship discovered 
and brought to life here at Helfta.

MEDITATIO CENTRE
Contemplation for an Age 
of Artificial Intelligence

The Meditatio Centre in London re-
ceived Dr Marco Schorlemmer on 20 May 
for a day seminar on “Contemplation for 
an Age of Artificial Intelligence.” He is a 
scientist at the Artificial Intelligence Re-
search Institute of the Spanish National 
Research Council (CSIC) and also WCCM 
coordinator for Catalonia. Marco leads a 
meditation group on the campus of the 
Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona.

ONLINE: Listen to all talks here
 http://tiny.cc/AI_talks
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In Focus

Meditatio Newsletter is published four 
times a year by the International Office of 
The World Community for Christian 
Meditation, St Marks, Myddelton Square
London EC1R 1XX, London, UK.  
Tel: +44 (0) 20 7278 2070

Editor:  Leonardo Corrêa  
(leonardo@wccm.org)
Graphic Design: Gerson Laureano
Would you like to contribute to the 
Meditatio Newsletter? Our next 
deadline is 10 September

Argel Tuason from The Philippines

I am Argel, 34 years old, from The 
Philippines and currently finishing 
my Masters in Theology. I have been a 
WCCC member since 2013 and made 
my final oblation recently this year. I 
had been searching for a community 
I could call my own, I could call my 
home. That will accept me as I am, no 
more, no less. That’s why these words 
of Fr John Main always reverberate 
in my heart: “When you are meditat-
ing you don’t need to apologize for 
yourself and you don’t need to justify 
yourself. All you need to do is to be 
yourself, to accept from the hands of 
God the gift of your own being.”

Before, I had always been apologiz-
ing and berating myself for being gay, 
always needing to justify in my heart 
that I deserved a place, too, in the 
Church as a full member. But this in-
ternalized homophobia, this wound-
edness inflicted by the Church I have 
learned to love as my mother, was to 

be renounced when I finally decided 
to leave my previous community. It 
felt like I was in exile, jumping from 
one community to another searching 
for “home.” 

I felt so alone, but in retrospect 
God was faithful, God was with me 
the whole time, through the people 
who journeyed with me during these 
darkest periods which I now realize as 
one of the brightest, too, since God’s 
penetrating light was making some-
thing new within my heart. I think it 
was in God’s perfect timing that I re-
sponded to the call of Jesus in 2013 
to journey with him through a Chris-
tian Meditation community. And just 
after six months, I got attracted and 
responded to the way of life and to 
the idea of becoming a WCCM Bene-
dictine Oblate. 

At this particular stage in my jour-
ney, I see stability as faithfulness to my 
calling as to who I really am, to what 
God is calling me to be. It is faithful-
ness to my calling to be faithful to the 
Monastery without Walls wherever 
I am, because I bring and share this 
monastery with others, especially to 
those who are in the margins like my-
self.  Because in the end, this monas-
tery is really within me. And how do I 
stay faithful to and have stability and 

stillness in this monastery which can 
be a place of refuge not just for my-
self but most importantly for others as 
well? Through the twice daily humble 
task of staying faithful to the mantra.

I feel grateful that I still have that 
link, however fragile and narrow it 
is, to the “Roman” Catholic Church 
through WCCM. It makes me feel that 
I still belong, that I am still “inside.” I 
resonated so well with the way Fr Lau-
rence described Jesus in his book Je-
sus, The Teacher Within along the lines 
that he is the one who is “inside” but 
always crosses over to the “outside.” 
Like my master, I guess I will also be 
someone who forever will be an insid-
er, but an outsider as well at the same 
time. Someone who will never be fully 
accepted as an “insider” so long as 
the church refuses to accept her LGBT 
sons and daughters fully as they are. 
Someone who will forever be choos-
ing to be on the side of the “outsiders” 
as well, to be faithful to his true call 
to be a bodhisattva to those like him 
who are pushed to the margins and in 
need of the salvific message that God 
resides within and all you need to do 
is to be yourself, to accept from the 
hands of God the gift of your own be-
ing. No need to apologize for yourself 
and no need to justify yourself.
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Events & Resources

UK and Europe
www.goodnewsbooks.net

email: orders@goodnewsbooks.net
Tel:  +44 (0) 1582 571011

USA: www.contemplative-life.org
contemplativewisdom2@gmail.com

Tel:+1-520-882-0290

AUSTRALIA: 
jopanetta@gmail.com
Tel: +61 2 9482 3468

NEW ZEALAND:
www.christiansupplies.co.nz
email: order@pleroma.org.nz

Tel: 0508 988 988
(Within NZ Only)

To order: contact the resource centre nearest to you. Our centres are listed below

CANADA: www.wccm-canada.ca
email: christianmeditation@bellnet.ca

Tel: +1-514-485-7928

ASIA 
email: enquiries@mediomedia.com

Tel: +65 6469 7671

VISIT THE CHRISTIAN MEDITATION PAGE AT AMAZON: http://astore.amazon.com/w0575-20

Come to the John Main 
Seminar 2017

The Seminar will explore the develop-
ment of contemplative prayer in the 
Christian tradition from the early to 
the contemporary mystics. For more 
information and registration visit:  
http://tiny.cc/JMS2017_RG

Praying with the Masters Today,
 presented by Bernard McGinn
10-13 August, Houston, USA
7-10 August, Pre-Seminar led by Lau-
rence Freeman OSB 

Meditatio Seminar 
15-16 Sep, Dublin
John Main: Hunger for Depth 
and Meaning

The first day will comprise a series of 
talks by Prof. Bernard McGinn, a leading 
historian and writer on Christian Mysti-
cism. The second day will focus on the 
life, theology, philosophy and general 
impact and influence of John Main and 
his teaching on Christian Meditation; 
speakers will include Fr. Laurence Free-
man, Dr Mark Dooley, Dr Noel Keating 
and Mr Barry White. More information: 
http://tiny.cc/jmconf2017

More dates & events: 

2 September
Silence in Science and Speak-
ing in Faith: Alan Wallace and 
Laurence Freeman in dialogue 
- London, UK
More info: 
http://tiny.cc/sienscien2017

15-22 September
Health & Meditation Retreat
Contact: theresawccm@gmail.com
 
22-24 September:
Bere Island Music Festival
Contact: theresawccm@gmail.com

1-8 October: 
Fara Sabina School Retreat, led 
by Laurence Freeman
Contact: som@wccm.org

Meditatio Series The Reality of God 
John Main OSB
 These talks present meditation as 
a way to awaken to the reality and 
the nearness of God. The reality of 
God is to be found in our hearts, in 
the Spirit of Jesus. These are selec-
tions from Moment of Christ, pub-
lished on CD and in print under the 
same title. Download the audio here:  
http://tiny.cc/medseries2017B

Pilgrimage now is 
available online
The movie introduces the way of 
Christian meditation, and the work 
and vision of The World Commu-
nity for Christian Meditation. The 
full video is available now in our 
Youtube Channel.
Watch here: http://tiny.cc/pilgrmg
Pilgrimage is also available in DVD 
which comes with 11 subtitles (To 
order, contact the resource center 
nearest to you)


